
 
 

Professional Development Assessment  

IPOD TOUCH TRIAL PLANNING MEETING  
2/7/12 

TRIAL DATE 
2/15/2012 ROOM 215         G  BLOCKS  

  

NAME OF TEACHER Teresa Suarez  

SUBJECT TAUGHT French II  

GRADE 10 – 11  

TEACHING STYLE   

LESSON Passe Compose – Verb être  

MAJOR THEME(S)   

PRE-TRIAL MEETING  

DISCUSSION The lesson for the day will introduce the verb être, through situations versus traditional class  

instructions. The digital lesson would have to incorporate the 16 – 20 verbs associated with être. The teacher uses an   

image of a house to create a set of scenarios which challenge the students to identify the action taking place and applying  

the appropriate sentence by speaking it.   

ACTION PLAN An image of the house used by the teacher will be digitized and she will write a short script   

And recite a small narrative that sets up prompts for the scenarios the students will be challenged to identify. The spoken  

Words along with the image will be motion captured to create a movie and then imported into the iPods where the class  

Will watch the video individually, then as a whole will watch again and the teacher will pause and ask what action  

Occurred, finally the class will watch the story again but each student will be asked randomly to identify the action.   

  

RECOMMENDED APPS DESCRIPTION COST  

Video Apples video management library Free  

Final Cut Pro Apple’s Premier Video Editing Software $299.99  

Photoshop                      Adobe’s Photo Editing Software                                                                     $149.00  

TRIAL OBSERVATION  

NOTES Instant engagement. Repetative reinforcement using multiple methods of instruction to ensure  

information was comprehended and retained.   



POST TRIAL EVALUATION   

TEACHER FEEDBACK All students were engaged and focused on activity. A much more effective strategy than the  

traditional board. There is a great benefit to this technology.  

 

TEACHER 
RECOMMENDATION(S) In order for teachers to be able to provide effective instruction with new technology planning  

periods MUST be respected.  

OBSERVERS 
CONCLUSIONS Even students with identified learning disabilities were able to follow instruction at almost the same 

pace as other students.  
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